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Abstract 

The diversifying family form, the choice of living place, the possession of 

habitation, the working style, the life style is the mirror of the contemporary 

society. In recent years, from the architectural point of view, we made various 

proposals for our life style. Above all, the times have reached the society where 

are few children and many old person, and we must make the environment for living 

for an old person, and make the safe local community for children. 

As a result of looking for the environment for living that is comfortable, safe, 

convenient, and sanitary, the individual life became very rich. However, the other 

hand that people enrich their environment for living, sharing space becomes empty 

and loses relation with local community, a sense of solidarity. In addition, the 

relationship of the family became weak, too. 

The first, human makes a basic field for activities, and concerns common, the local 

community is formed the home. We can’t look for the comfortable and safe in the 

society that doesn’t concern the other. 

Therefore, in the master’s design, it aims at the followings. 

The environment for group residence that we continue to live together others. 

As the member of the local community, old person can maintain living in the same 

place. 

These purposes are proposed through three competitions. 

 Open Living through DAIWA-HOUSE housing competition 

the communal housing for the single aged people 

group living living, kitchen, bathroom & having day service 

NAGAYA with HANARE through  the town-house proposal competition 

the characteristic " that it must not have the space of the sharing " , but I designed 

the house which has leaving. 

leaving is public space 

one cushion house through “the true house in Japan” design competition 

group residence 

semi-public space 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




